The Domino A-Series Range
Quality ink jet printing in an easy-to-use, reliable package

The Domino A-Series continuous ink jet printer offers proven performance and
reliability from basic coding applications to those requiring the highest print
quality in the harshest of environments.
In conjunction with Domino’s ink range, including Advanced, Specialist and
Custom inks, the A-Series range provides quality, reliable codes in an easy-touse package.
Key Benefits
With the Domino A-Series, reliability comes
as standard
Whatever your production line requirements, the Domino
A-Series prints consistently and reliably, requiring minimal
operator intervention. Even after an uncontrolled shutdown,
the Domino A-Series re-starts successfully.
The Domino A-Series has a unique ink system,
meaning that it cleans itself!
The large internal reservoir and nozzle seal enable the
A-Series to have truly automatic print head cleaning for
unrivalled start-up and shut down performance.
The intelligent ink reservoir also ensures that ink changes
are planned and carried out by operators, thereby avoiding
emergency shut downs and the need for unscheduled
servicing.

Consistent print quality, each and every time
Whether running continuously or shutting down daily, the
A-Series always performs reliably.
Installed and up-and-running with one easy
connection

SureStart

Only an electrical connection is required, meaning the
Domino A-Series printers are up-and-running without the
need for a factory air supply.

An ergonomic user-interface, with one button controlling
the complete start-up and shut down process, eliminates
potential operator errors and delays associated with manual
print head cleaning.

Intelligent design allows printers to respond to
the operating environment, regardless of humidity
or temperature
The intelligent design of the A-Series means that the
printer operates efficiently and effectively in a range of
manufacturing environments.

Main Features
The Domino A-Series was designed with the customer in
mind. Easy-to-use and highly reliable, with a Domino ASeries printer you can be assured that your codes will be
readable and your production integrity maintained.
• The Domino A-Series range of printers can print up to

4 lines of code in a variety of different formats including:
text, logos, automatic serial or batch numbering in
addition to real-time clocks
• The unique sealed nozzle technology in the A-Series

print head ensures that start-ups are always clean and
dependable, even after extended periods of shut down
• The unique ink system of the Domino A-Series ensures a

consistent level of performance in a wide range of
operating conditions, as well as a consistent ink viscosity
and maximum efficiency and reliability
• Fluid containers are colour coded and sealed, for quick

and spill-free fitting
• Rugged stainless steel cabinet suitable for use in a range

of manufacturing environments
• The real-time message monitor displays codes as they are

printed and can be viewed at any time ensuring that you
can code confidently at all times
• Easy to Use

The full sized keyboard and display makes it quick and
easy to set up codes, whilst the function keys simplify
operation

Domino Inks
The Domino ink range has been engineered for maximum
reliability and uptime.The range includes Advanced,
Specialist and Custom Inks, ensuring that whatever the
application there is a well engineered Domino ink to
support it.
Available in a range of colours, the Advanced ink range is a
series of high performance, general purpose inks for use in
everyday environments.
The Specialist range includes inks for highly specialised
applications such as thermochromic inks for canning
applications, invisible fluorescent inks for covert coding and
inks for the Domino Egg Coder solution.
Highly experienced and skilled in ink development,
Domino is also able to develop Custom inks for customers
with specific requirements.

Applications
Ink jet coding has applications across a wide range of
industry sectors, from food and beverage, pharmaceutical,
cables and wires, and automotive parts.The Domino ASeries can make your life easier, no matter which
application you require.
With specially designed inks, the availability of multiple
print formats and languages, and the ability to code at high
speed, the A-Series is ideal for all your coding and marking
requirements.

